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Chapter 1: 

Subsequence 1: 

➢ Camera: POV-Perspective 

➢ Setting: 

o Living room-ish surrounding 

o Focus on person next to you (sitting on a chair, comfortably) 

o Light: „normal“, sunlight through the window 

➢ Dialogue 

o Random therapeutic dialogue 

FutherapY:  So, how did you find yourself in that situation?  

Paul:    hesitating 

FutherapY: Did you feel comfortable? And maybe reflect on how you thought the others 

reacted to your behaviour… 

Paul: thoughtful mimic… So, when I said what was on my mind about the struggles I 

had to face, I didn’t really have the impression that my friends really seemed 

to care about what I’d just said, Tommy for instance, he just closed his eyes, I 

think he was watchin’ Apple vs. Android, which wasn’t even an important 

game! I just didn’t get it! 

FutherapY:  So… what exactly did you not get about his behaviour? 

Paul:  Well… I mean, I was telling him that I’d just found out that my mother’d been 

diagnosed with cancer, and that she’s too stubborn to just let them take care of 

it, she always gives me this ‘Oh son, sooner or later…’ talk and I just don’t get 

it! She’s just giving up!  

FutherapY: I see that you’re changing the topic here, do you want to talk about the  

        struggles with your friends or keep the subject on your mother and her   

  dealing with the diagnosis? 

Paul:   tearing hair out impatiently Yeah, no, you’re right… Enough about this, it’s  

        more my friends that are puzzling me. 

Subsequence 2: 

➢ Camera Zooming out of POV 

→over-shoulder perspective 

➢ From behind you can see a humanoid and the 

person next to you 

➢ Character FutheraBot 

➢ Robot with the physical proportions of a human 

being (but seen only from behind → structure of 

a human head, but mechanic and technical 

motherboard on the back of the head 
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➢ While zooming out, audio = filter → cutting high frequencies → heartbeat cross-over 

➢ Fade to Black (heartbeat continues) 

 

 

Chapter 2: 

Subsequence 1: 

➢ Dull Heart-beat sound 

➢ Footsteps in the background 

→synchronized with shakey camera  

➢ Camera Perspective: PoV 

o Includes blinking (e.g. „Enter the Void“ (Gaspar Noé)) 

➢ Sound: heartbeat & footsteps in the background (synchronized with shakey POV-

cam) 

➢ Setting: 

o Camera moving into the living room: 

o Same as depicted earlier 

o Same as before, but switched: focus on other side of the room and FutheraBot Light 

➢ Character FutherapY Light 

o iPad on a tripod 

o App 

➢  

FutherapY Light: (monologue) 

A warm welcome to today's session, x 

How are you doing today? Well, I see you are interested in today‘s sessions topic, „The 

Introduction for FutherapY“!  

Collecting new data…  

I can sense you are confused about how I know about that? 

By considering the duration of eye contact you had with the thumbnails of different topics 

available for today, and multiplying them with the neuroreaction-index charged (erhoben) 

by your FuturY-Chip, you reached a total score of 45 pts. on the DBEA-scale (Data-Based 

Emotion Analyzer), which represents a slightly-above-average interest in this selection.  

Also, since this is your 1st session with the service of FutherapY, it seems pretty obvious that 

you should have a certain interest in what you are about to encounter. 

 

This last sentence was formed with a 60% sarcasm ratio, which was estimated suitable for your IQ. If 

for any reason you would rather change that percentage, please choose the       -Icon at any time to 

adjust FutherapY’s voice assistant. 

 

Since the new agenda of the Government’s “Gesetzesabschnitt” passed, there has been a 

highly productive team of neuropsychologists, IT‘s and other experts working on a milestone 

for systematic psychotherapy, the FutherapY. Out since April 2031, you are given the 

opportunity to get into an approved, verified and ground-breaking psychotherapeutic 

program that costs you only 5 Euros per month including the FutherapY-Chip as well as its 



implantation. Compared to past programs, this saves you about 395 Euros per month and 

also does not show up in your social credit count, so if you want to go work for the military, 

you can still apply without them knowing about your therapy, even better: You can prepare 

yourself for the psychological test by adapting your neurotransmission to their requirements 

by purchasing one of many extra features of our program, the „FutherapArmY“ add-on.  

 

Not only financially, but also from a therapeutic perspective, there are but pros to try this 

new program. The therapy’s success rate is 100 percent,  because unlike any other 

therapeutic approach, it doesn’t have to start by collecting information about you at first, it 

can start finding the most suitable solution and the suitable questions to get you to that 

point, since all personal information is already known to the FutherapY after you accept the 

data protection declaration and the use of following information: 

 

Your relationship status, your daily routine, Your friends and information on them, your 

darkest fears, your sexual preferences, your … 

 

 

Slow visual and audio fade-out 


